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[Chorus:] 

In this life we are fighters 
And the world they try to divide us 
Time is running out 
We don't have forever 
Unless we break down 
This roasting together 
There is no other way 
There is no other way 

Only the strong survive the weak parish off 
If we stay together then we can share it all 
United we stand and divided we form 
Unless we let the evil ..us God is all 
Put a .. under the sky is the .. felling 
Sharks attacking bulls and people ... 
Fish dying 80% ..salute to the survivors 
I admire them condolence to the one that died in
triumph 
Respect the .. and his alliance 
Man I think the master science try to rule the world 
But they got smaller things to ... 
Can't see the .. to the window 
Fighting for they life separate the woman from her kid 
I am pitbull .. fight to the death for my life 
I am a symbol 

[Chorus:] 

There is no other way 
.. 
No other way 
You got to prove it 
I'm gonna fight to the end 
It's in my music I'm gonna fight 
This is my exclusive 

Arizona shooting is that a big deal 
Cause every day in the ghetto somebody gets killed 
It's been real so what's beef 
..dying watch what you weep 
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Is Jay-Z a meson or as he said is he just a mason 
Double in persuasion hip hop is power 
Redone the invasion 
I'm gonna fight for my fans 
I'm gonna fight for the kids and make them
understand 
Before they .. watching their hand 
The North Pole is melting time is out their hand 
No promise land more global warming more
earthquakes more tornades 
More .. more floods...start .. 

[Chorus:] 
There is no other way 
.. 
No other way 
You got to prove it 
I'm gonna fight to the end 
It's in my music I'm gonna fight 
This is my exclusive 

Come seek .. finger 
.. speculations linger music is power 
Extortion is the ringer ...killing Mexican singers 
Is the world coming to an end 
God gives us time to fight with the .. within 
Man killing us political sins .. for the love of the
beautiful wind 
.. chasing extra .. hurting economy look at the oil ... 
Blood pressure bills ...a lot of power leaders ... 

[Chorus:]
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